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C o n t r o l
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Model RT3K
Indoors
the Fan On
Whole House Fan Remote Control Turn
PRESS ON/OFF to turn the fan ON. The fan will
run until the indoor temperature drops below the Set
To temperature.

The RT3 remote control controls the whole
house fan using temperature or timer
control. Temperature control optimizes
your comfort and energy savings by never
overcooling your home and only running
the fan when needed.
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If ON is displayed but the fan is not running, make
sure the Set To temperature is lower than the indoor
temperature.

MODE

Before operating your whole house fan,
be sure to open windows and close
fireplace dampers. Refer to your whole
house fan manual for more information
regarding operating your fan.
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Things to Know

ON/OFF

Safety Features in Temperature Control
The RT3 never turns the fan on unless the On/Off key has been pressed. In addition, there is a built in safety timer
that runs in the background and will automatically turn the fan off after 8 hours in case you forget. The safety timer
is adjustable.

Adjust the Safety Timer Hours

Visit eControlsUSA.com / Whole House
Fan Controls for How-To video.

See

Motion Activated Display

Cool Your Home with Free Cooling
When the outside air temperature is cooler than the
inside temperature, turn off the A/C and turn on your
whole house fan to bring in the cool, outside air and use
up to 90% less energy compared to A/C.

When switching to Temperature Mode (press Mode then
Down key) or Timer Mode (press Mode then Up key), the
remote will automatically turn the fan OFF as a safety
precaution. Once the new mode is selected and the
backlight goes off, press the On/Off key to turn the fan
ON.

Starter Battery Replacement
The remote is supplied with alkaline starter batteries. We
highly recommend replacing the alkaline batteries with 2
AAA lithium batteries for longer life and better
performance. Remove the four screws on the back of the
remote to access the battery compartment.

for about 7 seconds until first option is displayed. PRESS
or
to adjust the safety timer hours.

Things to Know

Get The Most Out of Your Fan

The backlight lights up when the remote is picked up and
displays the indoor temperature, comfort temperature or
timer, fan speed and fan status. You may hear the
mechanism move around that controls this feature. The
remote will then go back to “sleep” to maintain the
battery life. If the display is dim or not lit, change the
batteries.

Switching to Temperature or Timer Mode

PRESS and HOLD MODE
STimer is displayed. PRESS

The whole house fan circulates fresh air throughout your
entire home, up to 30 air changes per hour, depending on
the type of fan, to control mold, mildew, allergens and
airborne viruses.

until

for more information about your Remote.

TIMER CONTROL
Switch To Timer Control

Indoors

PRESS MODE then the
key to select Timer
Control. To return to Temperature Control, PRESS
. MODE then the
key.

Indoor Temperature
Timer

Ventilate Your Home

MODE

Turn the Fan On

SPEED

PRESS ON/OFF to turn the fan ON. The fan will
run for the timer interval displayed.
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Adjusting the Timer Setting
Exhaust Odors From The Home
Cooking and pet odors can linger in a home for quite
some time. Use the whole house fan to exhaust the odors
and freshen the air.

PRESS
or
to adjust the current Timer Setting. Or, to set your preferred Timer Setting, make sure
the fan is Off and then PRESS
or
to adjust the timer setting. This timer setting will be used each
time the fan is turned on.

Reduce Moisture In Your Home
During the winter months, moisture can build up in the
home which can lead to mold growth. Use the whole
house fan to periodically circulate fresh air throughout the
home and attic.

Optional Outdoor Temperature Sensor

Warm Your Home

An optional outdoor temperature sensor can be installed
to delay whole house fan operation when the outdoor
temperature is too warm to provide to cooling. For more
information, visit eControlsUSA.com

During the winter, if the indoor temperature of the home is
uncomfortably cool but the outside temperature is
pleasant, instead of turning on the heater, use the whole
house fan to bring in the pleasant outdoor air.

SPEED CONTROL
PRESS SPEED then PRESS
or
to
adjust the fan speed. Available fan speeds depends
on the type of fan installed.

SET OUTDOOR LIMIT
If the optional TS3 Outdoor Temperature Sensor is
installed, the default Limit of 80o can be changed. PRESS
MODE
and HOLD
for about 7 seconds until the
Outdoor Temp Limit is displayed. PRESS
or
to adjust the outdoor temperature limit.

